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Abstract— The standard approach to generate the data re-
quired for automated proximity correction is to measure a set of
patterned features using an optical tool or a critical dimension
scanning electron microscope (CD-SEM). This paper describes
the design of a set of on-mask electrical test structures to perform
the same task which has a number of attractions. The electrical
test structures are based on the Kelvin bridge resistor to measure
the widths of isolated and densely packed lines and spaces.
The results from these measurements can be used to extract
information about proximity effects in the mask making process
and to generate rules or models for the correction of mask
designs. Electrical results from a test mask, fabricated without
any correction for e-beam proximity effects, are presented and
compared with optical measurements of the same structures
made with an industry standard mask metrology tool.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Previous publications have demonstrated the usability of
on-mask electrical test structures for sheet resistance and
critical dimension (CD) characterisation. Electrical CD results
obtained from alternating aperture phase shifting masks (Alt-
PSMs) have been presented and compared favourably with
measurements made on the same test structures using a CD-
SEM [1], [2], AFM [3]–[6] and more recently optical tools [7].
The present work attempts to extend this by adapting industry
standard optical test sites into electrically measured, on-mask
test structures. A number of structures have been designed
and fabricated on a mask plate and results from electrical and
optical measurements made on these are presented.

II. TEST STRUCTURES

A. Optical Test Structures

The starting point for this work is a set of industry standard
on-wafer metrology test patterns provided by Mentor Graphics
(MG), which can be measured optically or by CD-SEM.
Figure 1 illustrates part of the MG test set. Isolated and
densely packed line arrangements are used for improving tool
calibrations in linewidth and line-spacing metrology and for
investigating proximity distortion effects. This in turn helps
to determine the rules and calculate the parameters required
for proximity correction schemes. In addition experimental
data taken from measurements on such patterns, are used to
optimise optical lithography process simulation models. By
adapting the test set for photomask metrology similar informa-
tion can extracted for the mask making process. Furthermore

real reference data can be used at the mask step of the
lithographic models, which typically do not take in to account
mask effects but assume perfect dimensions and conditions for
the mask as defined in the CAD data.
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Fig. 1. Examples of optical metrology features.

B. Electrical Test Structures

A prototype binary mask (MSN5757) was fabricated to
investigate the proposed measurement test sites. It includes on-
mask, electrical test structures based on the well understood
cross-bridge resistor [8] and an extension of it, termed the
split-cross bridge resistor [9]. The test structures are patterned
into the conductive chrome layer of the photomask and their
layout is illustrated in figure 2. To provide clear and unam-
biguous information about the capability of the fundamental
mask making process, this mask has been written without any
of the correction strategies usually applied for manufacture.

The mask layout (see figure 3(a)) contains 9 blocks of
identical test structures (A1-C3) and two blocks of large
pad printable test structures designed to be measurable when
reduced by a 4X photolithography system. Each block (see
figure 3(b)) consists of 108 structures which are split into 9 sets
of 12 structures and are capable of characterising the feature
arrangements presented in figure 1. Seven sets consist of



isolated and dense cross-bridge resistors with nominal widths
(WB) ranging from 480 to 4800nm. The two remaining sets
consist of isolated and dense split-cross-bridge structures with
nominal line-spacings (S) ranging from 480 to 4800nm. The
dimensions of the on-mask features are four times larger than
those in the MG test set, which are defined for on-wafer
metrology.
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(a) Cross-bridge test structure for dense features
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(b) Split-cross-bridge test structure for inverse isolated lines

Fig. 2. Partial schematic layouts of test structures.

III. ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL CD MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES

The optical and electrical measurement techniques used
to extract the CDs of the structures on mask MSN5757 are
presented in detail below.

A. ECD Measurement

To extract the electrical linewidth from an on-mask chrome
cross-bridge test structure, firstly the sheet resistance (RS) is
measured at the heart of the Greek cross section. This is done
by forcing a current between two adjacent arms of the cross
(A and B in figure 4) and measuring the voltage between
the other two (C and D). The procedure is repeated with the
current flow reversed, to highlight any instrumentation offsets
introduced by the measurement equipment. In addition the
two measurements are repeated in a 90◦ orientation (i.e. the
current forcing terminals are rotated by 90◦ and current is
forced between B and C) to highlight any asymmetries in the
geometry of the Greek cross. Finally the results of the four
Kelvin resistance measurements are averaged (Ravg) and the
sheet resistance is calculated using [10]

RS =
πRavg

ln 2
(1)

This equation is used if the structure displays 90◦ rotational
symmetry [11]. Otherwise a correction factor (f) is calculated
and applied to reduce any error introduced by the asymmetries
in the Greek cross [10].

Next the resistance (RB) of the four terminal bridge section
is measured. A current is forced from one end of the structure
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On Mask Test Structures

(a) Layout of binary mask (MSN5757).

(b) Expanded view of a block of on-mask
test structures.

Fig. 3. Layout of binary mask (MSN5757) with a close up view of one
block of on-mask test structures.

to the other and the resistance of the bridge is calculated from
the voltage measured at the voltage taps (see figure 4). The
ECD of the line can then be extracted by using [8]

WB =
RSLB

RB
(2)

where LB is the length of the bridge section between the
centers of the voltage taps.

B. OCD Measurement

To optically measure an on-mask feature, an image of the
feature is captured by the transmission of light through the
photomask. The image data are then processed to generate
an intensity profile for the area where the measurement is
to be made. The linewidth is measured by applying a set
threshold that determines the edges of the feature from the
points at which the intensity crosses the threshold. Finally the
feature width is calculated as the difference between the edge
positions.

Although CD metrology using optical microscopy has tra-
ditionally used threshold algorithms for calculating the edge
position, they are usually non-linear in linewidth (in particular
for small features) and suffer from optical proximity effects
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Fig. 4. Schematic layouts of binary Greek cross sheet resistance and Kelvin
bridge resistor structures.

(OPE). For this reason correction offsets have to be applied
to compensate for the errors introduced with the optical
measurement. These errors are corrected with the use of
multi-point calibration techniques, each appropriate to the
type, density and dimension of the feature being measured.
These corrections are usually determined from measurements
made on reference test sites, which unfortunately can become
complicated and impractical.

IV. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

Electrical measurements on mask MSN5757 were made
using an HP4062B Semiconductor Parametric Test System and
a high resolution Solartron 7065 voltmeter. The Solartron has a
1µV sensitivity on a range of ±10mV, which is within the volt-
age sensing resolution requirements of this work. In addition
the accuracy of the tool is within ±0.001% of the measured
voltage. Optical measurements were made with a 248nm
DUV (MueTec <M5k>) dedicated photomask CD metrology
system [12]. This tool has been extensively characterised in
a reticle production environment and demonstrated the ability
to resolve sub-100nm chrome lines, with a usable measurable
line and space resolution down to 200nm [12]. Electrical and
optical results from mask MSN5757 are presented below.

A. Short and Long-Term Measurement Repeatability

To test the repeatability of the electrical measurement tech-
nique the ECDs of isolated lines were measured ten times,
with the test structures being reprobed for each measurement.
A current of 500µA was chosen as this gave the lowest
short term standard deviation (σ), for currents between 10µA
and 1mA. This is less than 0.4nm or a 0.05% variation,
for structures with nominal CD values between 480nm and
4800nm. For long-term stability testing the electrical CDs were

sequentially measured ten times each day for five consecutive
days, with the structures being reprobed each day. This gave
a σECD<0.8nm, i.e. less than 0.08% variation. Whilst five
days have been deemed a long-term period for the purposes of
this work, repeatability verification in an industrial production
environment would normally require many weeks of testing,
with many measurement cycles performed each day.

Optical CD measurements were repeated three times on
the same structures and gave a short-term σOCD<0.5nm for
all dimensions, i.e. a variation below 0.1% for all measured
linewidths. Although optical long-term repeatability testing
was not performed using mask MSN5757, reference [12]
reports a 3σOCD<0.5nm for submicron isolated lines on a bi-
nary chrome-on-glass mask measured with the same <M5k>
tool.

B. Isolated Lines

Electrical and optical CDs have been measured from one
set (part of block B2) of isolated structures. The measured
linewidths have been subtracted from the designed dimensions
and the results are presented in figure 5. All of the isolated
lines appear narrower than the designed CDs but the optical
and electrical results do not show the same trends. ECD results
suggest that there is a non-linear transfer in linewidth for
sub-micron designed widths, which could be attributed to the
exposure of the resist or the etching of the chrome being non-
linear in linewidth. On the other hand for nominal widths
<720nm the optical results indicate an increase in feature size
as the design width decreases.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of ECD and optical results from isolated structures for
a range of dimensions.

The optical measurements depend on the ability to obtain
accurate images from which to extract the width of the
features. The results suggest that this is not the case for the
narrowest features, although they can be clearly resolved. One
possible reason for this is that for narrow isolated features
the light intensity range is reduced, however the percentage
threshold is still applied. This shifts the threshold upwards in
the intensity curve to a level that positions the edges of the
feature at a greater distance between them making the line
appear wider.



Although a multi-point calibration for isolated features has
been applied to the optical tool used for these measure-
ments, the reference mask used only allows the calibration of
linewidths ≥700nm and this is directly reflected in the results.
The electrical CD offset is almost constant for dimensions
wider than 1.5µm, while the optical offset increases with
the designed width. This again suggests that the optical tool
requires better calibration.

C. Dense Lines

The electrical and optical linewidths for one set of dense
structures were extracted and the results for 600nm wide lines
are shown in figure 6. For line-spacings >1.5µm, the ECD
and optical results track each other well with a nearly constant
offset (<2nm variation for both types of measurements). The
proximity of neighbouring features which are separated by
over 1.5µm does not appear to affect the CD and so dense
line formations at such distances can be considered isolated.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of ECD and optical results from 600nm wide dense
structures for a range of line to space ratios.

For structures with line-spacings <1.5µm the CD offset
decreases as the line-spacing decreases up to the point where
lines appear wider than the nominal width. This is an indica-
tion that the proximity of the neighboring features is having
an effect on the CD. In addition, it can be observed that the
offset between the optical and electrical measurements does
not remain constant when the spacing is below 800nm. The
electrical measurements indicate how proximity effects alter
the dimensions of the features during the mask fabrication
process, while for the optical technique this effect is also
confounded with the optical measurement itself. In particular
proximity effects caused by the convolution of the intensity
profiles of adjacent lines introduce errors in the determination
of the line edge location and thus the measured OCD [13].

Calibration offsets have to be applied to the optical tool
to correct for these effects. It should be noted that in this
case the calibration reference plate used does not contain any
dense features and so should be considered raw data. The ECD
results show that the measured lines are wider than their design
width when the line-spacing is less than the nominal width
of the lines. In other words when the line to space ratio of
the dense pattern is greater than unity, the measured lines are

electrically wider than designed. It can also be observed that
with optical measurements dense lines with spacings below
∼1µm appear to be wider than the nominal CD.

D. Inverse Isolated Lines - Split Bridge Structures

The line-spacing in the split bridge structures can be mea-
sured directly with the optical tool. The electrical measurement
is more complicated and both the solid bridge width (Wb) and
the widths of the two half lines (W ) are required (the method
presented in section III-A is also used for the measurement of
the split-lines). The line-spacing S is then Wb − 2W . Optical
and electrical line-spacing results from one set of inverse
isolated structures are presented in figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of electrical and optical line-spacing results.

For nominal line-spacing larger than 880nm the measured
values appear wider than designed for both measurement
methods. Furthermore, for spacing dimensions >1.5µm the
offset is almost constant. For nominal spacing values <880nm
there is a rapid change in the offset as dimensions reduce, but
the difference between the optical and electrical measurements
remains constant. For both results the extracted spacings get
narrower as dimensions reduce. This is due to proximity ef-
fects between the internal sides of the abutting tracks forming
the spacing. This effectively increases the fabricated width of
the lines but decreases their line-spacing. One interesting thing
to note is that both techniques detect a change in the trends of
the curves between 520nm and 560nm spacings. This is most
clear in the electrical results and most likely represents a real
effect on the mask.

E. Inverse Dense Lines - Split Bridge Structures

The inverse dense set consists of dense line features with
varying linewidths. The nominal line-spacing between the
split-lines (and between the surrounding dummy lines) is
520nm for all structures. The split-lines are the two abutting
half-lines of each structure defining the line-spacing under
investigation. Optical and electrical line-spacing results from
one set of inverse dense structures (that of block B2) are
presented in figure 8.

Both measurement techniques show the measured line-
spacing to be narrower than the nominal value; however, the
offset between the two methods is not constant except for
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Fig. 8. Comparison of electrical and optical line-spacing results from dense
structures.

a small range of split-linewidths. It can be seen that for sub-
micron split-lines the offset between the measured line-spacing
and the design target decreases as the width of the split-lines
decreases. Since the nominal line-spacing remains constant
for all structures, the split-line to space ratio decreases as the
width of the split-line decreases. Split-lines with smaller split-
line to space ratio appear more narrow (from the nominal)
than the lines with a higher ratio. This in turn makes the
measured line-spacing appear wider, causing the decrease in
the offset observed in figure 8. The unexpected change in the
trend between 680nm and 640nm tracks is most likely caused
by a local effect on the mask and not a measurement error, as
it has been detected by both measurement techniques.

In addition, for sub-micron split-lines the line-spacing offset
between the two measurement techniques is not constant, but
increases as the split-lines get wider. This effect is similar
to the CD offset variations observed with the dense lines of
section IV-C. For the optical measurement the determination
of the location of the edges of a line or space feature and
consequently the measured OCD, is affected by the proximity
of adjacent feature edges.

It is only for linewidths between 920nm and 2160nm that
the curves of figure 8 track each other reasonably well and with
a nearly constant offset. For split-lines wider than 2160nm
the optical line-spacing offset seems to level to a nearly
constant value (<2nm variation). This is expected since the
split-lines have become wide enough that further increases
in their linewidth does not alter the effect they have on the
dimensions of the spacing between them.

This is not the case for the electrical results, where the offset
reduces significantly. This effect is almost certainly caused by
the isolated bridge which has been used as a reference for
the electrical calculation of the line-spacing. The calculation
assumes that the outer width of the split-lines is the same
as that of the solid bridge line. This is not the case here as
the split-lines are surrounded by dummy features. There are
proximity effects on the inner and outer edges of the split-
lines although the line-spacing calculation should only depend
on the inner sides of the split-lines which become wider. The
proximity of the outer edges of the split-lines with the dummy

features alters the outer width of the fabricated split-lines in a
different manner to that of the reference bridge line. Therefore,
the trend of the electrical line-spacing is masked by the above
effect for these dimensions and the optical results can be
trusted more confidently. This design error has been modified
for the next mask, which includes proximity corrections and
initial results suggest that the two techniques track each other.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

A set of optical measurement reference test sites formed the
basis for the design and fabrication of on-mask electrical test
structures used for CD and line-spacing metrology. Electrical
and optical measurements were made and the results suggest
that the electrical technique is not affected by the dimensions
or the proximity of the features, unlike the optical method.
This is very important as effects seen when electrically char-
acterising a feature can more confidently be attributed to the
mask fabrication process and not to the measurement tech-
nique. A second mask with proximity correction for e-beam
lithography by equalisation of background dose (GHOST) [14]
has been fabricated. The structures of the two masks will
be compared electrically and optically to investigate the ef-
fectiveness of compensating for proximity effects. This will
prove a valuable tool for optimising the correction rules and
models applied when manufacturing masks. Furthermore, it
will provide additional information on the effectiveness of the
electrical and optical measurement techniques.
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